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The Coen Brother’s latest cinematic outing is by far
one of the strangest movies to ever feature such an A-list
cast. Burn After Reading features George Clooney, Brad
Pitt, Frances McDormand, and John Malcovich, each in
a role more idiotic than the next. 

The film certainly jukes the average viewer’s
expectations by first posing as a spy caper and quickly
devolving into a clusterfuck of not-so-epic proportions. 

Burn After Reading isn’t so much a “spy-comedy”
as it is the tale of how stupid and desperate anyone can
be. The film starts with a satellite’s view of America,
and it quickly zooms into the interior of a top secret CIA
building. Here the bleak walls and stiffly suited men
radiate the aura of a missile crisis or a secret assassina-
tion. However, that aura is lost as we meet Oswald Cox,
played to perfection by John Malcovich. Cox is being
demoted from his already unimportant job, which we
never truly understand or need to understand. After his
superiors tell Cox that he drinks too much, he stands up
and screams, “You’re a fucking Mormon. Compared to
you everyone drinks too much!” before storming out of
the office. Jobless and married to a complete bitch
(played incredibly well by Tilda Swinton), Cox decides
to dedicate his time to writing a memoir, which he pro-
nounces “mem-wah.” 

It’s that very mem-wah that lands in the hands of
Linda Litzke (Frances McDorman) and Chad
Feldheimmer (Brad Pitt). Linda and Chad work at
Hardbodies, a gym that is run by Ted Treffon (Richard
Jenkins). Ted loves Linda, who doesn’t love herself and
hopes that her HMO plan will cover the four cosmetic
surgeries that she “needs” in order to completely rein-
vent herself as a person. Linda and Chad convince each
other that the CD holding Cox’s memoirs are in fact
“raw intelligence” from deep inside the CIA. Linda
hopes that Cox will pay her not to release such presum-
ably sensitive information, which will put quite a dent in

her surgery payments. Chad, whose sole goal is to rock
out to some kickin’ jams from his iPod, decides to help
Linda. I have to give props to Brad Pitt for his portrayal
of Chad. I’m not the biggest Pitt fan, but he had the entire
theater cracking up with Chad’s attempt to be suave and
spy-like. Very funny stuff. 

Jesus…two paragraphs of explaining this story and I
haven’t even gotten to George Clooney. Basically
Clooney’s character is a womanizer who loves to have
sex with any female in the film. He’s a
sincerely nice guy, but also a goofy
womanizer. 

You see, the story of the film
doesn’t really matter. Keep in mind,
these are the people who brought you
The Big Lebowski. Ever really try to
follow that film’s plotline? Just like
Lebowski, if you really tried to figure
everything out, you could. But the plot
alone, without the bumbling charac-
ters and quirky dialog, just feels like a
rambling story you want the drunk kid at the bar to wrap
up as. quickly. as. possible. 

Luckily, the film has more than enough idiotic char-
acters and random scenes of hilarity to spice up the plot
confusion. Take for instance the contraption that
Clooney’s character, Harry Pfarrer, is creating in his
basement. He refuses to show his wife what it is, but
when the Coens finally reveal what the contraption is, I
felt shocked, horrified, and violated, and then I laughed
as hard as I could. Also unforgettable are the deaths of a
few of the characters, which are simultaneously grue-
some and hilarious. 

Like any Coen brothers film, location is key the
story. From the arid expanse of No Country For Old Men
to the L.A. slacker vibe of The Big Lebowski, the Coens
love to pick a place and make fun of it. Burn After
Reading takes place in Washington DC, a location ripe
for the picking. Here we find that even in our trusted gov-
ernment, idiots rule. Malcovich’s character Cox’s idea of

getting back at his superiors is a tell all memoir, but
he’s often too busy drinking to speak into his voice
recorder. Clooney’s character grows increasingly
paranoid (or is it aware??) of a black car that is trail-
ing him 24 hours a day. Towards the end of the movie
Frances McDormand’s character is being ‘trailed’ by
three cars and a helicopter that hovers 20 feet above
her car. 

The only reservations I can have with the film is
that it will certainly turn
some people off. The film is
full of terrible people, and
the few gracious characters
aren’t met with the best of
fates. Those hoping for an
Ocean’s Fourteen can go
suck a big one; this is a very
dark, but very funny film.
And besides, who the hell
likes those crappy Ocean
movies anyway? Seriously.

Also, it is not as visually compelling as the average
Coen film. Movies like Miller’s Crossing and The Big
Lebowski have a composition in each frame that truly
stands out. For Burn, Coen cinematographer Roger
Deakins was contractually obligated to another
movie, so Emmanuel Lubezki steps in and does a
competent job. 

Will Ted ever tell Linda that he loves her? Will
we ever find out who is following Harry around all
day? Will Oswald Cox finish his mem-wah in time to
start a new career? Will Linda Litzke ever get the
plastic surgeries she so desperately thinks she needs?
Will anything in this movie ever make any sense? Not
really, but that’s the point. The overall lesson of the
film is: don’t fuck around with other people’s stuff.
Whether it’s blackmail or cheating with someone
else’s wife. Just don’t do it. But do, very do, see Burn
After Reading.

by Dave McElroy
STAFF BURNS-WHEN-PEES

“Are we rolling
on Shabbos

now?”

in the street, outside of the bull pen, a police officer
would come over and advise said person to move.
Unfortunately, I had made that mistake.  

Shortly after we had arrived, the power was cut and
one could only distinguish the song playing by the crowd
screaming the lyrics back at Stza (the frontman of the
band).  This would have been quite enjoyable if I was not

so intimidated.
The demonstration was against

police brutality and some of the songs
displayed by Leftöver Crack involved
this subject matter. According to left-
overcrack.org, the NYPD continually
targets Leftöver Crack and any venue
that attempts to let them perform.
Leftöver Crack played songs such as
“One Dead Cop,” which obviously takes
a direct hit to law enforcement.  Many of
the attendees brought donuts, which Stza

proceeded to throw at the surrounding police officers.
Stza, aka Scott Sturgeon, also found it fitting to point the
neck of his guitar at the officers while saying things like,
“This Machine Kills Cops” and “Bam, bam.” The police
officers then became angry, as anyone who was getting
pelted with pastries would be, and instructed them to
stop. The band packed up and went from their spot next
to the Rite-Aid to Tompkins Square Park.  At this point
in time, I was instructed to stand against the wall, away
from the chaotic exodus to Tompkins Square Park.

Eventually, the group of people I had arrived with
made their way to Tompkins Square Park, but not before
getting macaroni and cheese. We sat just outside of the
newly reconvened Donut Social when the cops flocked

toward the sheep, I mean, non-conformists once
again. Things became rowdy; we continued to eat
macaroni and not get caught in the middle of police
officers and angry punk kids. Stza was arrested for
disorderly conduct, harassment against a police offi-
cer (flinging donuts), and resisting arrest. 

With Stza arrested, fans became outraged and
began breaking bottles and banging on police cars.
Some poor sap was even tased in the chest. He was
stunned and arrested at an anti-police brutality
demonstration. Oh, the irony. In total, 5 people were
arrested and 1 person was zapped and arrested.

I left during the mass chaos, but according to The
Villager, other standoffs between police officers and
punk kids ensued. Otherwise, this show could have
been good. I finally listened to Leftöver Crack when
I got home, and they are quite good. The punk/ska
sound of Leftöver Crack makes them less intimidat-
ing, but I wouldn’t have known that from the scream-
ing fans and stun guns. Oi, oi, oi.  It is a shame that
Leftöver Crack cannot play in New York City without
being harassed, I feel that I would have really enjoyed
hearing them play.  

Overall, this was definitely an experience. It was
also a frank juxtaposition of anarchists and police
enforcement and, of course, Leftöver Crack.  I was
definitely not expecting this much action at what I
was first told was “a free punk show.” Leftöver Crack
definitely are quite amusing to see, and if they contin-
ue to play in the streets (and night time soap operas
just don’t do it for you), I’d recommend checking
them out... but stand against the wall.

“Leftover crack? Sure. That sounds great. God, I
hope someone is eavesdropping on this telephone con-
versation.”

A friend of mine is a big fan of the punk music.  He
informed me of a free punk show in the Lower East
Side. Since I’m a huge fan of get-
ting things for free, I decided it was
in my best interest to take advan-
tage of this opportunity. 

Coincidentally, my roommate,
Anna, was invited to the same punk
show and gave me the information
that we’d be seeing Leftöver Crack.
I had heard of the band from vari-
ous friends and associates; howev-
er, I had never actually listened to
any of their music. I was in for a
real treat, and that treat happened to be donuts.

Leftöver Crack, like a lot of other punk bands, is
just about anti-everything.  Most of all, Leftöver Crack
has an extreme problem with police force. As it turned
out, the show I had attended was a police protest donut
social.  It was held in honor of the 20th anniversary of
the Tompkins Square Police Riots. The show I had
attended was on September 6th, and one could locate it
by the sound of people screaming.

The show was set up in the street adjacent to a Rite-
Aid. The punk kids were stationed in what appeared to
be a bull-pen. The police obviously reciprocate the feel-
ings of dislike to Leftöver Crack, due to the fact that
there were about 12 to 15 police officers standing in the
general area of the demonstration.  If one was standing

by Emily Soper
STAFF CRACKHEAD

Imagine this...
in your face.
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This summer, as my friends and classmates cavorted
around fancy internships and traveled internationally, I
resumed my post selling tickets and making popcorn at
the local independent movie theater. This may sound like
a bit of a downer, but my job is a far more nuanced and
meaningful experience than one might expect. Here is
my story.

A ticket booth is the first sight to greet a patron dur-
ing a trip to the talkies; this indispensable appendage of
the movie business serves as a primary work station for
theater employees as well as a wonderland of both hor-
ror and amusement.

While the clientele of the average wealthy suburban
art-house may provide a fruitful study of the aging
process, navigating the senior citizen discount policy can
be emotionally taxing for clerk
and customer alike. Ask a jun-
ior citizen if he or she is a sen-
ior, or charge a senior price
without asking and expect said
customer to recoil with such
horror that you might as well
have displayed the severed
head of the Easter Bunny from
behind the glass partition
instead of offering them cheap-
er movie tickets.

A small consolation in the
face of this difficulty is that the
sound of two tickets printing at
once sounds EXACTLY like
the horn section in “Can’t Take
My Eyes Off You.” Since most
customers buy tickets in pairs,
this song is stuck in my head
constantly. The hours between selling times, however,
are markedly less exciting. The glass encasement muffles
all sound, air-flow, and human connection occurring out-
side my miniscule cubicle, while the faint, sonorous
whirr of computerized registers and the melancholy din
of archaic fluorescent lights lull me off to sleep to dream
of the musical stylings of Frankie Valli and the Four
Seasons.

The concession counter loans its own unique set of
delights and perils to the workday. What makes conces-
sion exciting is that it has a tip jar. Every day is a chal-
lenge to shatter the maybe two dollar record; a challenge
to which I usually respond with such tactics as winking
at twelve year old boys and laughing maniacally as a cus-
tomer tells me the following joke for the sixth time:
“Why would you put lipstick on your forehead?” “I don’t
know—Why?!” (with eagerness) “To make up your
mind!!” “!!!AHAHAHAHAHA!!!” (with complete
abandon).

Unfortunately, though, the concession counter is
located in the same air-conditioning jurisdiction as the
two theaters themselves; thus, staff is forced to endure
the glacial temperatures every theater employs to keep
patrons alert. Exposure to these Siberian conditions dur-
ing a shift lasting anywhere from two to ten hours tends
to prompt in a person an infantile desire to climb into the
scalding hot and womb-like popcorn kettle to fend off
the chill or simply die a warm and cozy death by boiling
oil, which also would be fine sometimes. I eventually
discovered that bringing a sweater was a safer and neater
alternative.

Cleaning the concession stand is always a regrettable
experience. Worst by far is cleaning the Golden-Flavored
Buttery Topping Dispenser. First of all, the revelation
that gold is not a color, but is in fact a flavor, knocked the

wind out of my sails. Secondly, wiping wiggly, gooey
globules of Golden-Flavored Buttery Topping off var-
ious plastic and metal mechanisms and scraping away
its crusty, scab-like byproducts from a counter is a
common precursor to Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.

Cleaning the movie theaters themselves rivals
Freudian dream analysis in uncovering fodder to
decode the human psyche. I mean, who brings a rotis-
serie chicken to a movie and then leaves its festering,
mangled carcass under a seat? A good question,
indeed, and one that precludes an easy answer.

The quality of a theater cleaning experience is
dependent upon a number of factors out of the clean-
er’s control. The popcorn sweeping music (the music
to which one sweeps popcorn, accompanying the end-
ing credits of a movie) dictates whether the employee
leaves the theater feeling upbeat and accomplished or

crushed by the system.
Even more important is
the number of ticket stubs
littering the floor. Perhaps
unbeknownst to the cus-
tomer, dropping a ticket
stub on the floor is the cru-
elest punishment to inflict
upon a theater employee.
Equation: Flat piece of
cardboard + carpeted floor
+ the average broom and
dustpan = really, really
hard to sweep up without
having to bend over. Note
to readers: if you do not
throw away your stub or
preserve it for sentimental
value, do the working man
a favor and crumple the

stub up to give it a bit of texture before you cast it
upon the carpet, ensuring a smooth sweep into the
dustpan.

Equally rewarding and punishing, every day at
the theater is a unique olfactory experience. I can’t
complain about the intoxicating and rather iconic
smell of popcorn, stubbornly though it clings to my
garments. (This smell grew fainter in the past year,
when we replaced the radiantly orange Flavacol sea-
soning, which caused widespread patron death, with
an earthier sea salt.) However, I can complain about
that time a dead animal got stuck in the drainage sys-
tem on the roof, lending the ubiquitous and not so
bashful air-conditioning the distinct stench of sewage.
Second only to this acme of nasty is trash juice,
which, if I may say, I strive somewhat balletically to
prevent from contacting my skin as I usher garbage
vessels through the scary breeding ground for crime
blotter blurbs we call an alley and into the ever-pun-
gent dumpsters.

Ok, my job may sound pretty lame, but working
at a movie theater is actually a great time investment
for a youngster: the ample downtime between show
times allows us precious hours in which to hone
important life skills. Employees become practiced in
competing in Scrabble and Marry, Date, or Dump (the
marketable board game version of Kill, Fuck, Marry)
and adept in filming, producing, and directing
Facebook videos.

So, this summer, I didn’t just, you know, rip tick-
ets and sell people soda. I had a bunch of trippy sen-
sory experiences, stockpiled mad wisdom, and built a
whole lot of character. Regardless of however else I
could have spent my summer, I look back on my time
at the theater with great fulfillment and affection.

by Rosalind Foltz
STAFF TALKIE
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Working at a Movie Theater:
the Most Glamorous Summer Job Ever

This issue of the paper is covering double duty.
We’ve got two articles on the Jonas Brothers, two
articles on Fashion Week, two on Sarah Palin,
two on the media…and for this issue’s Event List,
we’re doubling up on New York shows with the
Show List.  Our list isn’t quite the traditional
lineup of concerts, but there are several music-
themed events on the horizon worth mentioning.
As for our sister column: don’t fret, imitation is
the sincerest form of flattery.
-S.G.

What? Jackson Browne at Borders
When? Wednesday, 9/24 at 7 PM
Where? Borders Columbus Circle, in the Time
Warner building
How Much? Free
Why? The legendary singer-songwriter Jackson
Browne is celebrating the release of his first album
in six years at the Borders in Columbus Circle.
Writer of such timeless hits as “These Days” and
“The Pretender,” Browne will meet with fans for a
short performance this Wednesday. His new album,
Time the Conqueror, drops the day before. Jackson
Browne has been inducted into both the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame and the Songwriters’ Hall of
Fame. Certainly one of the most iconic voices of the
20th century, Browne is sure to draw a big crowd.
Hop on the 5:30 Ram Van for good measure.

What? San Francisco Symphony Orchestra per-
forms Beethoven’s Ninth
When? Friday, 9/26 at 7 PM
Where? Carnegie Hall
How Much? $10 for students; all others starting
from $34
Why? If you haven’t yet taken advantage of the stu-
dent rush program at Carnegie Hall, you should
check out one of the premier benefits to being a stu-
dent in New York. This weekend, for a single
Hamilton, you can park yourself before the visiting
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra as they perform
two terrific pieces. Oliver Knussen’s Symphony No.
3 is first on the lineup, followed by one of the most
recognizable and popular classical symphonies,
Beethoven’s Ninth. The evening’s events are preced-
ed by a talk with Columbia University music profes-
sor, Walter Frisch. Whether you’re a classical music
fan or not, you’ll certainly be in for a unique show.
Get dressed up, head downtown, and visit a New
York landmark—what’s not to like? 

What? Assembly of Dust
When? Saturday, 9/27 at 8:30 PM
Where? Bowery Ballroom
How Much? $18 in advance, $20 day of show
Why? Garnering frequent airplay on our favorite
radio station, WFUV, the New York-based Assembly
of Dust is a bluesy R&B band started by lead singer
Reid Genauer after the dissolve of his previous act,
Strangefolk. Assembly of Dust is known for their
killer live performances, even inspiring a small cult
following (uh, my father among others) who track
them around the East Coast. Your honor, permission
to nickname said cult “Dust Bunnies”?
Swedish violinist/ singer-songwriter Theresa
Andersson opens.
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their unique performance. The two were relentless in
their use of unexpected tools, which included a toy
microphone/tape player that Power put into his mouth
for a synthesized breathing/humming/moaning effect.
After about 45 minutes of the soft/hard mix, Fuck
Buttons abruptly ended their set without warning, leav-
ing the crowd with ringing ears.

After some very creative foreplay it was time for the
main show, and the crowd was geared up with anticipa-
tion. Ready to perform, Mogwai, a five-member, all male
band from Scotland, quietly walked onto the stage and

took their places. It was clear
from the simple stage and their
basic black tee-shirt and jean
uniforms that Mogwai was
there to play music without the
distraction of superfluous
embellishments. Over the
course of their concert, all band
members held their respective
places on stage, minus John
Cummings, who moved back
and forth between guitar and
keyboard playing. With the
exception of one lyrical song,
sung by Stuart Braithworth,
and some garbled humming
from Cummings throughout
various songs, the show was
entirely instrumental. 

Immediately, five muted
white lights were cast on to

each of the players as the band began their heavily gui-
tar-based show. The start was soft and low, giving the
hint that something bigger was coming. Slowly but sure-
ly Mogwai worked their performance into a build up of
tempo and volume.  After a drawn-out wait, the band
reached a high point of sensory stimulation through an
explosion of sound and colorful lighting, releasing the
tension of in the anxious crowd.  Each song that followed
took on the same slow to fast, soft to hard crescendo pat-
tern of the first, creating a waxing and waning effect on
the tempo, sound, and mood of the entire set. While
every song followed the same pattern, each song got a
progressively harder feel. As time passed the build up to
the release of each song was shorter, but each peak was
more intense than the last. The music was not the only
thing that got stronger as time passed. At the midpoint of
the show the lighting rapidly switched between blue,
green, and white and eventually became so strong that it
drowned out all visibility of the five men on stage, forc-
ing viewers to focus on the music being played.
Mogwai’s final song was flat-out hard rock, no build up
necessary, making for a complete switch from the show’s
gentle opening. Like their opening act, Mogwai came to
an abrupt and final finish with a clean break into silence.

After a few bows and thanks-yous from the band, the
house lights came on and the crowd, still numb from the
excitement of the show, stood unmoving and wanting
more. Mogwai’s act was complete, however, and as we
shuffled towards the exit we were left with only a slight
ringing in our ears and a unique sense of satisfaction,
which called for a cigarette outside.

Who? Des Ark, So So Glos, Bad Credit No Credit
Where? Fordham University Ramskeller
When? Saturday, September 27 @ 8 pm
How Much? FREE!!!!!
Why? Well, first of all because it’s free and probs
less than a 10 minute walk away from most of you
who are reading this. But more importantly, Des
Ark is a wonderful band and amazing to see live.
Some of you may remember when singer/guitarist
from Des Ark, Aimee Argote, came to Fordham to
open for Mirah and the Blow. Let’s just say she
blew the Blow out of the water (get it?!). Des
Ark’s songs and lyrics are painfully beautiful, and
they’re coming all the way from North Carolina.
So come on.

Who? Marnie Stern, These Are Powers, Neptune,
Screaming Females
Where? Silent Barn
When? Saturday, September 27 @ 7 pm
How Much? $7
Why? Marnie Stern is a chick who shreds. She has
become fairly well known for her electric guitar
skills. Her debut album was pretty great. She has a
new one coming out in October. It leaked. It
sounds really awesome. The album title is too
long, though. Srsly, it looks silly in iTunes. These
Are Powers are opening for her? They’re so much
fun live. This show is at Silent Barn. That place is
kind of scary, no?

Who? Fleet Foxes, Frank Fairfield
Where? Webster Hall
When? Sunday, October 5 @ 7 pm
How Much? $18
Why? I didn’t listen to Fleet Foxes until about a
month ago because I hated their name so much. I
refused to believe that a band with a name like that
would be anything I would like, sort of like Crystal
Castles. Just kidding, I hate them for more than
just their band name. Sorry, that was douche-y.
Anyway, I finally did listen to Fleet Foxes and I
loved them. Their harmonizing is incredibly beau-
tiful, and I pretty much love their album from start
to finish. They’re supposed to be amazing live if
you’re willing to put up 18 bones for it.

Who? Okkervil River, Crooked Fingers, Black Joe
Lewis and the Honey Bears
Where? Webster Hall
When? Monday, October 6 @ 7 pm
How Much? $25
Why? Okkervil River’s new album, The Stand Ins,
continues where their last album, The Stage
Names, left off (they were recorded at the same
time). This album continues the tradition of telling
overwhelmingly eloquent and literary tales from a
multitude of perspectives. I saw lead singer Well
Sheff solo once and he sounded great live; I can
only imagine it would be better with a full band.

Enough with the ‘welcome back’ speeches. Dear
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n : G I V E U S B A C K
RODRIGUE’S COFFEE HOUSE. This space
was the perfect place for an on-campus show
and the essence of one of the most active clubs
on campus. You’re ruining all my fun, y’alls!
-KM

Ah, the first time with a new band is always some-
thing special, and, for me, the evening of September 18,
2008 was no exception. At about 7:30 pm, after being
branded with a thick-lined, black “X” on both of my
hands to signify that I am not yet twenty-one and that
drinking is not allowed, I took my initial steps into
Terminal 5 for my first experience with both Fuck
Buttons and Mogwai performances. The venue, located
at 610 West 56th Street, occupies a large space that
appears to be nothing but a
garage or storage space to the
unknowing eye. Upon enter-
ing I was faced with a long,
white hallway decorated with
crystal chandeliers, a souvenir
table, and security guards clad
in yellow tee-shirts and ill-fit-
ting black pants. The hallway
opened up into a dimly lit
room with an eye-level stage
to the right, a stocked bar to
the left, a big-ass disco ball
above the floor, and two U-
shaped balconies for extra
standing, drinking, and watch-
ing space. Because we arrived
early, we were able to pick our
“seats” rather than force our
way into already grooving
crowd, which is a rare occur-
rence for us. Rather than wait for the show to begin
amongst the fans seated on the main floor my date and
I tested out some different vantage points. We settled on
the first level balcony over stage left, an area we both
agreed was a pretty damn good choice. After staking out
our spot and buying a couple of Sierra Nevadas, we
waited for Fuck Buttons to get it going. 

And get it going they did. With red lighting cast
onto the stage, the duo, comprised of Andrew Hung and
Benjamin John Power, walked onto the stage to begin
their set. Standing at either end of what later turned out
to be a standard folding table, the two began playing
their high-pitched, ethereal “Sweet Love for Planet
Earth,” the first track off of their third album Street
Horrsing. Heads hanging low, Fuck Buttons seemed to
put a trance over the crowd. Andrew Hung slowly
played single chords, one after another, on his keyboard
as Benjamin Power waited for his turn to perform. After
several minutes of this delicate sound the members of
Fuck Buttons exchanged a glance and a nod of agree-
ment and transitioned into “Ribs Out,” an unexpected
but welcomed sharp turn into a primal, earthy, almost
ritualistic song. It was now Power’s turn to take over,
and with aggressive, unorthodox drum playing he pro-
duced a collection of various noises that appeared to
launch he and his band mate into fits of convulsion.
From here Fuck Button’s performance fused the airiness
of “Planet Earth” with the heavy bass of “Ribs Out” for
an eclectic joining of musical sounds. It was hard to
keep track of where their hands were moving and even
harder to glean any one single emotion or feeling from

by Jackie Wilson
STAFF BUTTONFUCKER

We learned how to use
this machine of the
future.

Our new blog:
the internet
fupaper.wordpress.com

We’re Scottish. We named our band after a
character from the movie Gremlins. This is
why we usually don’t have lyrics.
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